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DISCLAIMER
The information contained in this presentation (“Presentation”) has been prepared by Clontarf Energy (the “Company”) and has been prepared for the purpose of providing
general information about, and an overview of, the Company and its operations. It is not meant to be a complete review of all matters concerning the Company. Whilst the
Company has taken all reasonable care to ensure the information and facts contained in this Presentation are accurate and up-to-date, it does not make any representation
or warranty, express or implied as to the accuracy or completeness of any information included in this Presentation.
This Presentation does not constitute an invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity in the ordinary shares of the Company nor does it form part of any offer or
invitation to purchase, sell or subscribe for, or any solicitation of any such offer to purchase, sell or subscribe for, any securities in the Company nor shall this Presentation
or any part of it, or the fact of its distribution, form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, making any such investment decisions. If you require any advice, please
consult an authorised person specialising in advising on investments.
No reliance may be placed, for any purposes whatsoever, on the information, representations, estimates or opinions contained in this Presentation or on their completeness,
fairness or accuracy thereof and this Presentation should not be considered a recommendation by the Company or any of their respective affiliates in relation to any
purchase of the ordinary shares in the Company. While the information contained herein has been prepared in good faith, no representation or warranty, express or implied,
is given by or on behalf of the Company, or any of their respective directors, partners, officers, employees, advisers or any other persons as to the completeness, accuracy
or fairness of the information or opinions contained in this Presentation and none of the information contained in this Presentation has been independently verified or
approved by any other person and is subject to updating, revision and further amendment. Save in the case of fraud, no liability or responsibility is accepted for any errors,
omission or inaccuracies in such information or opinions.
This Presentation contains certain forward-looking statements relating to the business, financial performance and results of the Company and/or the industry in which it
operates. Forward-looking statements concern future circumstances and result and other statements that are not historical facts, sometimes identified by the words
"believes", "expects", "predicts", "intends", "projects", "plans", "estimates", "aims", "foresees", "anticipates", "targets", and similar expressions. The forward looking
statements, including assumptions, opinions and views of the Company or cited from third party sources, contained in this Presentation are solely opinions and forecasts
which are uncertain and subject to risks. A multitude of factors can cause actual events to differ significantly from any anticipated development. The Company offers no
guarantee that the assumptions underlying such forward-looking statements are free from errors nor does the Company accept any responsibility for the future
accuracy of the opinions expressed in this Presentation or the actual occurrence of the forecasted developments.

This Presentation is confidential and must not be copied, reproduced, published, distributed, disclosed or passed to any other person at any time without the prior written
consent of the Company.
Neither this Presentation nor any copy of it may be distributed, published or reproduced, in whole or in part, by you or any other person for any purpose. Neither these slides
nor any copy of them may be taken or transmitted into the United States of America or its territories or possessions (the "United States"), or distributed, directly or indirectly,
in the United States, or to any U.S. Person as defined in Regulation S under the Securities Act 1933 as amended, including U.S. resident corporations, or other entities
organized under the laws of the United States or any state thereof or non‐U.S. branches or agencies of such corporations or entities or into Canada, Australia, Japan, the
Republic of Ireland or the Republic of South Africa. Neither these slides nor any copy of them may be taken or transmitted into or distributed in Canada, Australia, Japan,
the Republic of Ireland or the Republic of South Africa, or any other jurisdiction which prohibits the same except in compliance with applicable securities laws. Any failure to
comply with this restriction may constitute a violation of United States or other national securities laws. Any person who is not authorised to receive this Presentation must
return it to the Company immediately.
By receiving this Presentation, you agree that you have read this notice and are bound by its terms
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Clontarf has exploration assets in
Australia, Ghana, and Bolivia.
 Clontarf holds a 10% interest in the Sasanof-1 well in Australia’s NW
Shelf during May/June 2022

 Clontarf holds a 60% interest (Petrel 30%, Local 10%) in a Tano Basin
Agreement Block 2A offshore Ghana. Following litigation due to nonratification we agreed to update block co-ordinates.
 Clontarf has a long-standing interest in Africa’s internal basins. A MoU
with the Chadian authorities covers sedimentary basin available close
to export infrastructure.
 Clontarf is updating proposals to explore and develop medium lithiumbearing salt-lakes in Bolivia. The authorities are now updating the
Lithium Law to facilitate JVs with the State Lithium Co.
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The Sasanof-1 well addresses 2022 LNG gas shortages

•

•
•

Sasanof is a world-class prospect in the heart of the Australian
North West Shelf
Targeting up to 17.8 Tcf and 449 million barrels
Drilling success will place Sasanof at the forefront of the NW Shelf’s
52 MTPA LNG industry

•

Low CO2 and high condensate is highly attractive to majors

•

Rig to spud May 2022



June pay-zone
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10% of 7.2 tcf well in safe jurisdiction

–

Carnarvon Basin location

• Australia’s gas production hub – 47 Mtpa of LNG capacity
• 4300 km2 acreage position surrounded by Giant Gas Fields
–

Equus Gas Project

• Certified resource of 2 Tcf and 42 Million bbl (2C)
• US$1.8 billion invested since 2007 on exploration, appraisal
and development studies
• 88% exploration success rate – 17 wells for 15 discoveries
• Multiple markets – LNG, petrochemicals and domestic gas


Sasanof Prospect - Drilling Program

•

Sasanof-1 is targeting up to 17.8 Tcf and 449 Million bbl

•

High impact drilling in May/June 2022

•

Valaris MS-1 semi-sub rig secured

•

Low well costs US$20-25m
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Giant Gas Target - 32% Geological success
likelihood
•

Sasanof an amplitude backed prospect in the Cretaceous

•

On trend and up-dip from the liquids-rich Mentorc Field

•

Mentorc is “filled to spill” up-dip into Sasanof



Independent assessment by ERC Equipoise estimates:

•

Trap area of up to 400 km2

•

Prospective resource:
•

7.2 Tcf and 176 Million bbl - Mid Case (2U)

•

17.8 Tcf and 449 Million bbl - High Case (3U)



Sasanof Prospect geological characteristics:

•

Reservoir = proven with excellent properties at Mentorc

•

Charge = proven at Mentorc and Pinhoe, low CO2, high liquids

•

Seal = top seals proven, lateral seals via shale filled channels

•

Trap = structural/stratigraphic, proven in basin and analogues
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Independent Export ERCE of 7 to
17 Tcf
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Sasanof Drilling Program – May/June 2022

•

Valaris MS-1 semi-sub rig mobilising to drill in May 2022

•

Rig completed ENI work on NW Shelf and now in Port of
Dampier

•

Regulatory approvals have been completed

•

Drilling specialist AGR appointed to manage drilling program

•

Vertical well to total depth of 2500m in 1070m of water

•

Drilling time for completion of the well is 25 days

•

High impact, low cost US$20-25m well
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NW Shelf Opportunity - Production in Decline



NW Shelf Venture – Gas Shortage

• NWS gas fields are declining, 7 MTPA of new gas is needed by 2027 (1050 TJ/day)
• Limited gas supply options available to the NWS
• Waitsia (Mitsui-Beach) and Pluto (WPL) first ever tolling agreement for third-party gas at KGP –
required State Govt exemption and limited to 5 years from 2H 2023
• Woodside FID taken on Scarborough, gas to be directed to new-build Pluto Train 2
• Chevron commenced subsea compression at Gorgon
• Browse development deferred: >1000 km and >14% CO2


Unallocated/uncontracted Greater NW Shelf resources

• Equus is the only independent proven resource ready to meet shortfalls

• Other fields producing or existing LNG
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GHANA: New Oil Province
 2 billion barrels discovered to
date.
 Production began from Jubilee
in 2010.
 competitive conditions and
large exploration potential:
– Royalty – 12.5% on oil
– GNPC Carry – 10%
– Income Tax – 35%
 Clontarf holds a 60% interest in
a signed agreement on Tano
2A. Discussions underway.
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Ghana: new official realism


Clontarf awaits ratification of a signed Petroleum Agreement on Tano
2A since 2010.



In March 2014 the Ghanaian parliament approved the award of part of
Tano 2A acreage to a US/Nigerian company under dubious
circumstances.



Clontarf obtained a High Court injunction against the Ghanaian state
on the overlap.



In July 2014 an out-of-court settlement to adjust block coordinates to
preserve the (1,532km2) acreage on similar terms, with expedited
ratification. These were agreed with GNPC, the state company.



Updated coordinates await confirmation and ratification.
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BOLIVIA requires exploration
 Nationalisation of Hydrocarbons Decree passed in 2006, so ownership
status uncertain.
 Clontarf maintains and interest in El Dorado (10% Clontarf, 90% YPFB)
a producing gas field near Santa Cruz, and in Monteagudo oil & gas field
(30% Clontarf, 30% Repsol-YPF, 20% Petrobras 20%).
 The Bolivian interests are carried at nil value in the accounts.
 Clontarf is looking at ways to monetize the Bolivian interests.
 Depletion of gas reserves through export to Brazil and Argentina
necessities new exploration and development.
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Memorandum on Chad basin


The interior African basins offer geological potential.



There is an export pipeline from Chad with available capacity.



Many majors operate in Chad, including Exxon, Chevron, CNPC,
and Glencore.



In 2020 Clontarf negotiated a MoU on the Sedimentary basin.



Issues include political uncertainty in the Sahel, and funding.
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Bolivian authorities invited Li proposal










Bolivia holds circa 50% of the world’s economic lithium resources (in
accessible salt-lake evaporites)
Clontarf is discussing a 49% JV to explore and develop several new
salt-lakes.
Policy and the Lithium Law are being updated, so that Bolivia can
produce & export battery-grade lithium.
Since 2017, a State Lithium Company (YLB) is managing salt-lakes.

Clontarf asked to renew its work, proposals have been submitted –
an early TCA contemplated.
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Battery-grade Lithium demand
exceeds supply








Demand forecasts for Li batteries, including in EVs, greatly exceeds
planned capacity (about 60x current supply).
Early hard rock projects face environmental and cost challenges.
A legal framework exists for international operators to JV with the
Bolivian State Lithium Co. as counter-party.
Initial laboratory analysis prioritised salt-lakes with attractive lithium
grade and low contamination. Appraisal and development
discussions on priority medium sized high grade salt-lakes
underway.
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FINANCIAL

Listed on AIM:

2011

Shares in issue:

2.4 billion

Price:

0.44p

Market Cap:

£10 million

Cash:

c. £300,000

Mgmt./Board control:

c.10%

Institutional Investors:

c.20%

Nomad/Broker:

Strand Hanson
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EXPERIENCED BOARD

David Horgan – Executive Chairman
Director of AIM listed Middle East Oil explorer Petrel
Resources plc as well as Clontarf Energy. Holds
directorships in a number of resource companies.
Holds an MBA from Harvard & MA from Cambridge.
30 years exploration experience in Africa, Middle East
and the Americas.

John Teeling – Director
Established and managed a number of Stock
Exchange listed resource companies in the past 35
years. Currently chairs 4 AIM resource companies.
Holds an MBA from Wharton and a doctorate in
business from Harvard Business School.

Jim Finn – Finance Director
Holds degrees in management and an accounting
qualification and is a finance director for several
publicly listed junior exploration companies.

Peter O'Toole – Director
Honorary Consul of Ireland in Bolivia. Operated civil
engineering and construction companies. University of
London – Queen Mary College, and GMIT Institute of
Technology, Galway, Ireland.
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CONTACT DETAILS
Clontarf Energy Plc
162 Clontarf Road
Dublin 3
Ireland
Phone: +353 1 833 2833
Fax: +353 1 833 3505
Email: info@clontarfenergy.com

www.clontarfenergy.com
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